NMDA-receptor contribution to spinal nociceptive reflexes: influence of stimulus parameters and of preparatory surgery.
The contribution of NMDA receptors to nociceptive reflexes has been assessed both in awake rats and in electrophysiological tests on alpha-chloralose anaesthetized spinalized rats prepared with different degrees of surgery. Single motor unit activity was recorded in response to alternating noxious mechanical and electrical stimuli applied to one hindpaw, and the results compared with paw pressure withdrawal reflexes in awake rats. There was little contribution by NMDA receptors to nociceptive paw pinch responses either in awake rats or in rats prepared with minimal surgery, but following extensive lumbar surgery the contribution increased significantly to a level similar to that seen in the wind-up component of responses elicited by electrical stimulation. Surgery therefore has effects several segments from the sensory input that it generates. It enhances the NMDA receptor contribution in responses to some but not all types of afferent input.